We present classical sublinear-time algorithms for solving low-rank linear systems of equations. Our algorithms are inspired by the HHL quantum algorithm [9] for solving linear systems and the recent breakthrough by Tang [15] of dequantizing the quantum algorithm for recommendation systems. Let A ∈ C m×n be a rank-k matrix, and b ∈ C m be a vector. We present two algorithms: a "sampling" algorithm that provides a sample from A −1 b and a "query" algorithm that outputs an estimate of an entry of A −1 b, where A −1 denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse. Both of our algorithms have query and time complexity O(poly(k, κ, A F , 1/ ) polylog(m, n)), where κ is the condition number of A and is the precision parameter. Note that the algorithms we consider are sublinear time, so they cannot write and read the whole matrix or vectors. In this paper, we assume that A and b come with well-known low-overhead data structures such that entries of A and b can be sampled according to some natural probability distributions. Alternatively, when A is positive semidefinite, our algorithms can be adapted so that the sampling assumption on b is not required.
Introduction
The problem of solving linear systems of equations plays a fundamental role in many fields. In this problem, we are given a matrix A ∈ C m×n and a vector b ∈ C m . The objective is to find a vector x ∈ C n such that Ax = b. This problem reduces to finding the inverse (or pseudo-inverse) of A, which can be solved by singular value decomposition on A using O(min{mn 2 , nm 2 }) operations. In recent decades, many algorithms have been proposed to reduce the time complexity for different special classes of matrices. For general square matrices, the best known algorithm is based on matrix multiplication with running time O(n ω ) for ω < 2.373 (see [8] ). When A is d-sparse (i.e., there are at most d nonzero entries in each row/column), Spielman [13] gave an algorithm with running time O(max{dm, dn}). More specially, when A ∈ C n×n is d-sparse and symmetric diagonally dominant, Spielman and Teng [14] gave the first near-linear time algorithm with running time O(d log O(1) log(1/ ) n), where is the precision parameter. Cohen et al. [5] improved the running time to O(d √ log n(log log n) O(1) log(1/ )). Recently, a notable breakthrough for symmetric diagonally dominated matrices has been achieved by Andoni, Krauthgamer, and Pogrow [2] , who demonstrated that computing one entry of A −1 b can be done in sublinear time.
In terms of quantum algorithms, in 2009, Harrow, Hassidim, and Lloyd [9] gave a quantum algorithm (referred to as the HHL algorithm) that solves linear systems of equations in time O(polylog(n)) for n-by-n sparse matrices. It is also shown in [9] that inverting sparse matrices is BQP-complete. As a result, it is very likely that the HHL algorithm does hold an exponential speedup against classical ones. Following [9] , a series of quantum algorithms with better dependences on parameters has been proposed [1, 4] , and a survey of these quantum algorithms and their applications can be found in [6] .
Note that when solving linear system of equations, just writing down the answer x requires time n, so obviously it is impossible to output x in logarithmic time. Instead, the HHL algorithm outputs a quantum state (a normalized complex vector) whose amplitudes (the entries of this vector) are proportional to the corresponding entries of the answer x. Thus the classical information one can obtain is samples from {1, . . . , n} distributed according to probability |x(i)| 2 / x 2 and the value x † M x for Hermitian matrices M that can be efficiently implemented as a quantum operator.
The HHL algorithm inspired a series of logarithmic time quantum algorithms for various machine learning related problems, including but not limited to finding least square approximation [17] , principal component analysis [11] , support vector machine [12] , and recommendation systems [10] . Like the HHL algorithm, these logarithmic time algorithms do not give a full description of the answer, but give a quantum state from which one can sample. Noticing that a logarithmic time classical algorithm might also be able to sample from the answer, Tang [15] in their recent breakthrough work presented a logarithmic time classical algorithm for recommendation systems by employing the techniques of efficient low-rank approximation by Frieze, Kannan, and Vempala [7] , showing that [10] does not give an exponential quantum speedup. Recently, Tang pointed out that their techniques also worked for other machine learning problems such as principal component analysis and supervised clustering [16] .
Our work is inspired by Frieze et al. [7] and Tang [15] . We solve the linear system of equations Ax = b for a low-rank matrix A and a vector b that have some natural sampling assumptions. Like the HHL algorithm, we do not output the whole vector x. Instead, we give logarithmic-time algorithms to sample from x with probability |x(i)| 2 / x 2 and to estimate an entry x(i). It is also possible to efficiently estimate x † M x using our approach. More specifically, our algorithms depend on the ability to sample a row index of A according to the norms of row vectors, the ability to sample an entry in each row according to the absolute value of each entry (see Assumption 1), and the ability to sample an entry from b according to the absolute values of its entries (see Assumption 2). We discuss the details of these sampling assumptions in Section 2. Roughly speaking, our algorithms are based on the sampling techniques in [7] (to get a small submatrix) and [15] (to sample from a vector formed by a matrix-vector multiplication). To be able to manipulate (e.g., invert) the singular values, we introduce a new succinct description of the resulting approximation matrix based on the small submatrix, which might be of independent interest and could potentially lead to other applications. In addition, we also propose a method to efficiently estimate x † Ay given the sampling access to x and y, which extends the sampling tools provided by Tang [15] .
Notations, problem definition, and main results
In this paper, we use M to denote the spectral norm and use M F to denote the Frobenius norm of the matrix M . We use M (i, ·) to denote the i-th row of M , which is a row vector, and use M (·, j) to denote the j-th column of M , which is a column vector. The (i, j)-entry of M is denoted by M (i, j). For a vector v, we use v(i) to denote the i-th entry of v. The complex-conjugate transpose of a matrix M (and a vector v, respectively) is denoted by M † (and v † , respectively). For a nonzero vector x ∈ C n , we denote by D x the probability distribution on {1, . . . , n} where the probability that i is chosen is defined as D x (i) = |x(i)| 2 / x 2 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. A sample from D x is often referred to as a sample from x. Given two vectors x, y ∈ C n , the total variation distance between
Let A ∈ C m×n be a matrix with rank(A) = k. The usual definition of the condition number (as A / A −1 ) is not well-defined for a singular matrix. Here, we slightly change the definition of the condition number of a singular matrix A, denoted by κ as κ = A /σ min (A), where σ min (A) is the minimum nonzero singular value of A. We use A −1 to denote the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of A, i.e., if A has the singular value decomposition
In the problem of solving linear systems of equations, the objective is to query to and sample from A −1 b for a given vector b ∈ C m . We summarize our main results in the following theorems. The first theorem asserts the ability to query an entry to the answer A −1 b. Theorem 1. Let A ∈ C m×n be a matrix that has the sampling access as in Assumption 1, and b ∈ C m be a vector with the sampling access as in Assumption 2. Let κ be the condition number of A. There exists an algorithm to approximate (A −1 b)(i) for a given index i ∈ {1, . . . , n} with additive error and success probability 1 − δ by using
queries and time.
The next theorem addresses the ability to sample from the answer A −1 b.
Theorem 2. Let A ∈ C m×n be a matrix that has the sampling access as in Assumption 1, and b ∈ C m be a vector with the sampling access as in Assumption 2. Let κ be the condition number of A. There exists an algorithm to sample from a distribution which is -close to D A −1 b in terms of total variation distance with success probability 1 − δ by using
Remarks:
1. When b is not entirely in the left-singular vector space of A, elements of A −1 b might be so small that the additive error by sampling and approximation dominates the value of the Algorithms' outcomes. However, if b has little or zero overlap with this space, we can detect this case by evaluating the inner product b † AA −1 b. We leave the discussion to Subsection 5.1.
2. Although our algorithms have poly-logarithmic time complexity, there are large constant factors and exponents in the polynomial (see the proofs of the main theorems in Section 5). We expect that those large constant factors and exponents are just consequences of our analysis. In practice, we expect the number of samples needed is much smaller than the upper bound we give.
3. Let M ∈ C n×n be a matrix (with no sampling assumption on it). Then x † M x can be estimated efficiently (using Lemma 7).
4. When A is positive semidefinite, our algorithms can be adapted so that no sampling assumption on b (Assumption 2) is needed. This is discussed in Subsection 5.2.
Outline of the algorithms
Our algorithms consist in two main steps. The first step is to sample a small submatrix from A and compute the singular values and singular vectors of this small submatrix. Then, A † A can be approximately reconstructed from these singular values and singular vectors of this small submatrix. However, instead of reconstructing A † A, we perform the second step: sampling or query to A −1 b based on the properties of these singular values and singular vectors of this small submatrix. In the following, we describe the intuitions of these two steps.
Subsampling from A. The subsampling methods is same as that of [7] ; however, we use a new succinct description of the approximation of A † A which allows us to manipulate the singular values of A.
The intuition of the subsampling and succinct description is as follows. For a matrix A ∈ C m×n of rank k, first we sample k rows from A to obtain a submatrix S ∈ C k×n . Then we sample k columns from S to obtain a submatrix W ∈ C k×k . We compute the singular valuesσ 1 , . . . ,σ k of W and their corresponding left singular vectorsû 1 , . . . ,û k . Let V ∈ C n×k be the matrix formed by the column vectors S † σ iû i , and let D ∈ R k×k be the diagonal matrix with diagonal entriesσ 1 , . . . ,σ k . We define A ∼2 = V D 2 V † , which is our approximation of A † A. The fact that A ∼2 is close to A † A is established in Lemma 3. Now, define A ∼−2 = V D −2 V † , and the distance between A ∼−2 and (A † A) −1 , is bounded by Lemma 12. In the next step, we work on A ∼−2 . Note that the data that our algorithms actually store are only the singular values and left singular vectors of W , as well as the indices we sampled to form S and W . We do not store V , S, A ∼2 , or A ∼−2 , as those matrices are too large to be efficiently stored. What we do provide is sampling and query access to V from our stored data. The presence of A ∼2 and A ∼−2 is just for analysis.
Sampling from and querying to
suffices to work on A ∼−2 A † b. In this step, we develop a new sampling tool: given query and sample access to vectors u ∈ C n and v ∈ C m and query access to a matrix A ∈ C n×m , we give a procedure to estimate u † Av in sublinear time (Lemma 7). Using this procedure k times, we obtain the k × 1 vector V † A † b. Then D −2 V † A † b can be computed efficiently, and by using the sampling tools in [15] , the vector V (D −2 V † A † b) can be sampled and queried in sublinear time.
Sampling assumptions and data structure
We are interested in developing sublinear-time algorithms for linear systems, so we need to concern ourselves with the way the input matrix and vector are given. Obviously, one cannot load the full matrix and vector into the memory since parsing them requires at least linear time. In this paper, we assume the matrix and vector can be sampled according to some natural probability distributions that arise in many applications in machine learning (see [10, 15, 16] , and also discussed in [7] ).
We first present the sampling assumptions for a matrix. Intuitively speaking, we assume that we can sample a row index according to the norms of its row vectors, and for each row, we can sample an entry according to the absolute values of the entries in that row. Assumption 1. Let M ∈ C m×n be a matrix. Then, the following conditions hold 1. We can sample a row index i ∈ {1, . . . , m} of M where the probability of row i being chosen is
2. For all i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, we can sample an index j ∈ {1, . . . , n} according to D M (i,·) , i.e., the probability of j being chosen is
Similarly, for a vector, we assume that we can sample an entry according to the absolute values of its entries.
Assumption 2. Let v ∈ C n be a vector. We can sample an index i ∈ {1, . . . , n} according to D v , i.e., the probability of i being chosen is
In fact, these assumptions are empirical. Frieze et al. [7] used the similar assumptions to develop sublinear algorithms for finding low-rank approximation. As pointed out by [10] and also used in [15, 16] , there exists low-overhead data structures that fulfill these sampling assumptions. More precisely, we summarize the existence of such data structures for Assumption 1 as follows.
Theorem 3 ([10]).
Given a matrix A ∈ C m×n with s non-zero entries, there exists a data structure storing A in space O(s log 2 n), which supports the following operations:
• Reading and writing A(i, j) in O(log 2 (mn)) time.
• Evaluating A(i, ·) in O(log 2 m) time.
• Evaluating A 2 F in O(1) time.
• Sampling a row index of A according to statement 1 of Assumption 1 in O(log 2 (mn)) time.
• For each row, sampling an index j according to statement 2 of Assumption 1 in O(log 2 (mn)) time.
As a special case of the Theorem 3 (where the matrix contains a single row), the existence of such data structures for Assumption 2 is summarized as follows.
Theorem 4. Given a vector v ∈ C n with s non-zero entries, there exists a data structure storing v in space O(s log 2 n), which supports the following operations:
• Reading and writing v(i) in O(log 2 n) time.
• Evaluating v 2 in O(1) time.
• Sampling an index of v according to Assumption 2 in O(log 2 n) time.
For the details of the proof for Theorem 3, one may refer to [10] . Here, we give the intuition of the data structure as follows. It suffices to show how to sample from a single vector. As demonstrated in Fig. 1 , we use a binary tree to store the data of a vector: the square of the absolute value of each entry, along with its original value (which is a complex number) are stored in the leaf nodes; each internal node contains the sum of the values of its two immediate children. In this way, the root note contains the norm of this vector. To sample an index and to query an entry from this vector, logarithmic steps suffice. 
Technical lemmas
In this section, we present the technical lemmas that will be used to prove the main results. We first prove some tools to bound the distance between matrices, which will be used in Section 4 to show the succinct description obtained from the sampled submatrix is a good approximation to the desired matrix. Then, we show how to sample from a vector obtained from a matrix-vector multiplication and how to estimate x † Ay in logarithmic time, provided we are given the sampling ability as in Assumptions 1 and 2. These sampling techniques will be used to prove the main theorem in Section 5. Some of these lemmas might be of independent interest.
Distance between matrices
The following lemma shows that if the distance between the squares of two positive semidefinite matrices is small, then the distance between these two matrices should also be small.
Proof. Since X and Y are positive semidefinite, we can diagonalize them. As the maximum of their ranks is k, the numbers of their nonzero eigenvalues are no larger than k. Consider the space spanned by the union of their eigenvectors. The space is at most 2k-dimensional, and X and Y are both trivially in this space.
Let ∆ = X − Y , and let {λ 1 , . . . , λ 2k } and {v 1 , . . . , v 2k } be the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of ∆, i.e. ∆v i = λ i v i , for all i ∈ {1, . . . , 2k}. Because ∆ is symmetric, λ i 's are real. Together with fact that v †
and Y are positive semidefinite, we have
We now calculate X 2 − Y 2 F as follows.
where the second inequality follows from Eq. (6), and the third inequality follows from the CauchySchwartz inequality. Multiplying both side by 2k and taking the fourth-root, we get the desired inequality.
The next lemma asserts that if the distance between two positive semidefinite matrices is small, then the distance between their pseudo-inverses is also small. Lemma 2. Let X, Y ∈ C n×n be positive semidefinite matrices with max{rank(X), rank(Y )} = k. Let σ min = min{σ min (X), σ min (Y )}, where σ min (·) is the minimum nonzero singular value of a matrix. It holds that
Proof. As in the beginning of the proof of Lemma 1, we consider the space spanned by the union of the eigenvectors of X and Y , which is at most 2k-dimensional, and X and Y are both in this space. We start by diagonalizing X and Y as follows.
Let r = rank(X) and r = rank(Y ), we define the projectors associated with their nontrivial eigenvectors:
For all i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, define the unnormalized
It further implies that,
Now, We cut
into three parts as follows:
We then bound Π X (I − Π Y ) F as follows:
where the first equality follows from that fact that v i ∈ span{u i } and the last inequality follows from Eq. (12) . By the symmetry between X and Y , we also have
Putting Eqns. (14) (15) back into Eq. (13), we have
Sampling techniques
The following lemma from Frieze et al. [7] was originally for real matrices, but it is easy to generalize to complex matrices. We do not repeat the proof here.
Lemma 3 ([7]
). Let M ∈ C m×n be a matrix. Independently sample p row indices i 1 , . . . , i p according to the probability distribution
Let N ∈ C p×n be the normalized submatrix of M with
for t ∈ {1, . . . , p}. Then, for all θ < 0, it holds that
With the data structure in Theorem 3, one can estimate the inner product and of two vectors and sample the vector resulted from a matrix-vector multiplication.
Lemma 4 ([15])
. Let x, y ∈ C n . Given query access to x and y, the ability to sample from D x , and the knowledge of x , one can approximate x, y to additive error x y with at least 1 − δ probability using O( 
Lemma 6 ([15]
). Let M ∈ C n×k and v ∈ C k . If there exists an isometry U ∈ C n×k whose column vectors span the column space of M such that M − U F ≤ α, then one can sampling from a distribution which is
) expected query and time complexity.
Note that when the vectors and the matrices are real, Tang [15] has proven Lemma 4, Lemma 5, and Lemma 6. Their proofs can be extended to complex matrices and vectors.
To solve the linear system, we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 7. Let x ∈ C m , y ∈ C n , and A ∈ C m×n . Given query access to x, A, and y, the ability to sample from D x and D y , and the knowledge of x and y , one can approximate x † Ay to additive error with at least 1 − δ success probability using O( Proof. Define a random variable Z as follows:
x(i)y * (j) with probability
The expected value and variance of Z are First, we show the probability that Y i is much larger than E[Z] is bounded for all i. We use the Chebyshev inequality for complex random variables as
2 so that the above probability is at most 1/4. Then, let E i be the event that
. . , p}. By using Chernoff-Hoeffding inequality, we have
The probability that the eventỸ − E[Z] > happens is bounded by
Let δ = e −p/8 . By sampling X for a number of pq = O( x y A F 1 2 log( 1 δ )) times, dividing them randomly in p groups, and outputting the median of means of these groups, one obtains an estimate of x † Ay with additive error at most and success probability 1 − δ.
The following lemma shows that when vectors x and y are close, the total variation distance between D x and D y is also close.
Proof. This lemma has been proven in [15] when x, y ∈ R n . In the following, we show that it is also true for x, y ∈ C n .
Letx andȳ be the vectors withx(i) = |x(i)| andȳ(i) = |y(i)| for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We have
Sampling a small submatrix
In this section, we show a subroutine (Algorithm 1) to generate a succinct description of V D 2 V † , which approximates A † A. This succinct representation allows for efficiently sampling from any column of V as well as querying any entry of it. The intuition of this subroutine is the following: we first obtain a list of real numbersσ 1 , . . . ,σ k ∈ R and a list of vectorsû 1 , . . . ,û k ∈ C p from which the matrix A † A can be approximately constructed in time O(nk 2 ); however, we only need the ability to sample from any column of V , and hence we can bypass the construction of V to avoid the linear cost (see Section 5).
Algorithm 1:
Subsampling input : A ∈ C m×n that satisfies Assumption 1
2 Independently sample p row indices i 1 , . . . , i p according to the probability distribution {P 1 , . . . , P n } defined in Assumption 1;
3 Let S ∈ C p×n be the matrix formed by the normalized rows A(i t , ·)/ pP it for t ∈ {1, . . . , p}; 4 Independently sample p column indices j 1 , . . . , j p by the following procedure: first sample a row index t ∈ {1, . . . , p} uniformly at random; then sample a column index j from the probability distribution {P 1 , . . . , P n }, where P j = p t=1 D A(it,·) (j)/p, and i 1 , . . . , i p are the indices sampled in step 2;
5 Let W ∈ C p×p be the matrix formed by the normalized columns S(·, j t )/ pP jt for t ∈ {1, . . . , p}; 6 Compute the largest k singular valuesσ 1 , . . . ,σ k of W and their corresponding left singular vectorsû 1 , . . . ,û k ; 7 Outputσ 1 , . . . ,σ k andû 1 , . . . ,û k ;
We claim that the succinct description obtained from Algorithm 1 can be used to approximate A † A in the sense of the following key lemma. Lemma 9. Let A ∈ C m×n be a matrix satisfying Assumption 1 with rank(A) = k. Take A as the input of Algorithm 1 and obtain theσ 1 , . . . ,σ k andû 1 , . . . ,û k . Let S be the normalized submatrix obtained from step 3 of Algorithm 1. Define A ∼2 as
Then, with probability at least 9/10, it holds that
Here, the notation A ∼2 suggests that this matrix is close to A 2 . Before proving this lemma, we need some facts of this algorithm. Let S and W be the normalized submatrices obtained from steps 3 and 5, respectively, of Algorithm 1. First, we need the relationship between S F and A F , and that between W F and S F . This is concluded by the following lemma from [7] , and we do not repeat the proof here.
Lemma 10 ([7]
). Let A ∈ C m×n satisfying Assumption 1. Take A as the input of Algorithm 1, and let S and W be chosen by steps 3 and 5 of Algorithm 1. Then, with probability at least 1 − 16/p, it holds that
A key observation is that S † S approximates A † A and W W † approximates SS † . More precisely, applying Lemma 3 twice, and using Lemma 10, we have that if θ = 40/p, then with probability at least 9/10, the following holds:
, and (21)
In the following analysis, we also need a lower bound on the smallest nonzero singular value of W . Without loss of generality, we assume the singular values are in a non-increasing order. Let σ j (·) be the j-th singular value of a matrix. To get a lower bound on σ k (W ), we choose θ = 40/p. As a consequence of Weyl's inequalities, we have that with probability at least 9/10, it holds that
, and (23)
Since σ k (S † S) = σ k (SS † ), when the error parameter in Algorithm 1 is sufficiently small 1 , we have , which is a reasonable assumption.
, and therefore
With the similar analysis, we can also conclude that with probability at least 9/10,
when is sufficiently small. From Algorithm 1, we use the vectors S † σ iû i for i ∈ {1, . . . , k} to approximate the eigenvectors of A. In the following lemma, we show that these vectors are almost orthonormal.
Lemma 11. Let A ∈ C m×n be a matrix satisfying Assumption 1 with rank(A) = k. Take A as the input of Algorithm 1 and obtain theσ 1 , . . . ,σ k andû 1 , . . . ,û k . Let V ∈ C n×k be the matrix such that V (·, j) = S † σ jû j for j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Then, with probability at least 9/10, the following statements hold:
1. There exists an isometry U ∈ C n×k whose column vectors span the column space of V satisfying
3. Let Π V be the projector on the column space of V , then it holds that
Proof. Most of the arguments in this proof are similar to the proofs in [15, Lemma 6.6, Corollary 6.7, Proposition 6.11]. Let v j ∈ C n denote the column vector V (·, j), i.e., v j = S † σ jû j . Choose θ = 40/p = 2 A 2 F /(500k 11/2 κ 10 ). When i = j, with probability at least 9/10, it holds that
where the second inequality follows from Lemma 10, and the last inequality uses the fact that A F ≤ √ k A . Similarly, when i = j, the following holds with probability at least 9/10.
and each off-diagonal entry is at most 2 A 2 F /(k 9/2 κ 8 ) away from 0. More precisely, let M ∈ C n×n be the matrix with all ones, i.e., M (i, j) = 1 for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we have
To prove statement 1, we consider the QR decomposition of V . Let Q ∈ C n×n be a unitary and R ∈ C n×k be upper-triangular with positive diagonal entries satisfying V = QR. Since V † V = R † R, we have
Let R be the upper k × k part of R. Since R is upper-triangular, 
for sufficiently small 2 . Now, we define R ∈ C n×k as the matrix with I on the upper k × k part and zeros everywhere else. Let U = QR . Clearly, U is isometry as it contains the first k columns of Q. To see the column vectors of V span the column space of V , note that U U † = QR R † Q † where R R † only contains I on its upper-left (k × k)-block, and V V † = QRR † Q † where R † R only contains a diagonal matrix on its upper-left (k × k)-block. To bound the distance between U and V , we have
. Statement 2 follows from the triangle inequality:
For statement 3, we have
Similarly, statement 4 follows by bounding the distance
Now, we are ready to prove Lemma 9
Proof of Lemma 9. Choose θ = 40/p = 2 A 2 F /(500k 11/2 κ 10 ). We use S † W W † S to approximate A † AA † A. First note that, with probability at least 9/10, it holds that
2 Here, it suffices to take ≤ k
We also have that with probability at least 9/10,
By Eqns. (40) and (43), we have
Now we bound the distance between ( A ∼2 ) 2 and S † W W † S. First note that
where the first equality follows from the fact thatσ 1 , . . . ,σ k are the singular values of W and u 1 , . . . ,û k are their corresponding left singular vectors. If the vectors S † σ iû i for i ∈ {1, . . . , k} were orthonormal, ( A ∼2 ) 2 = S † W W † S. However, these vectors are approximately orthonormal in the sense of Lemma 11, which causes difficult. To facilitate the analysis, note that A ∼2 can be written as
. . , k}, and D is the diagonal matrix D = diag(σ 1 , . . . ,σ k ). In the rest of the proof, we focus on bounding the distance between ( A ∼2 ) 2 and V D 4 V † .
We first establish the relationship between A ∼2 . Because of statement 1 of Lemma 11, there exists a unitary matrix U ∈ C n×k whose column vectors span the column space of
On the one hand, we have
On the other hand, by the triangle inequality,
By Eqns. (47) and (48), we have
Now, we bound the distance between ( A ∼2 ) 2 and V D 4 V † as follows:
Note that V D 4 V † = S † W W † S. By Eqns. (44) and (53), we have
Now, we also need to examine the distance between A ∼2 and A † A. By the triangle inequality, we have
which implies that
By Eqns. (54) and (56), we have
Finally, applying Lemma 1, we have
In Algorithm 1, we obtained a succinct description of
, which is close to A † A as a result of Lemma 9. For the purpose of the main algorithms, we need to approximate (A † A) −1 . To achieve this, we define the matrix A ∼−2 as
Note that A ∼−2 is not exactly equal to ( A ∼2 ) −1 , as the vectors S † σ iû i for i ∈ {1, . . . , k} are not exactly (but approximately) orthonormal. Another key result of this section is the following lemma Lemma 12. Let A ∈ C m×n be a matrix satisfying Assumption 1 with rank(A) = k. Take A as the input of Algorithm 1 and obtain theσ 1 , . . . ,σ k andû 1 , . . . ,û k . Let S be the normalized submatrix obtained from step 3 of Algorithm 1. Define A ∼−2 as
Proof. We first bound the distance between ( A ∼2 ) −1 and (A † A) −1 . Observe that σ min (A † A) = A 2 /κ 2 , and with probability at least 9/10 σ min (
where the last inequality follows from the fact that A F ≤ √ k A . Next, we bound the distance between ( A ∼2 ) −1 and A ∼−2 . As in the proof of Lemma 9, define V ∈ C n×k as V (·, i) = S † σ iû i for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Let Π V be the projector onto the space spanned by the column vectors of V . By Lemma 11, there exists an isometry U whose columns vectors span the column space of
Finally, we have
5 Main algorithm and proofs of main theorems
In this section, we present the main algorithms and prove the main theorems.
Before showing the main algorithms, we briefly give the idea. Instead of considering A −1 b directly, our algorithms aim to implement (
Proof. Let U DV † = M be the singular decomposition of M . Then,
Given matrix A and vector b, we work on the matrix A ∼−2 ∈ C n×n obtained by Algorithm 1 as Theorem 1. Let A ∈ C m×n be a matrix that has the sampling access as in Assumption 1, and b ∈ C m be a vector with the sampling access as in Assumption 2. Let κ be the condition number of A. There exists an algorithm to approximate (A −1 b)(i) for a given index i ∈ {1, . . . , n} with additive error and success probability 1 − δ by using
Proof. The algorithm we use is shown in Algorithm 2. We first prove the correctness as follows. In step 1, one can compute V (i, j) and sample each element in V (·, j) by using the data structure (as shown in Theorem 3) and Lemma 5.
Step 2 yields values with additive˜ to V † (i, ·)A † b by Lemma 7. Note that w is not exactly V † A † b, but an estimate. Hence,
Steps 4 and 5 can be done without error since evaluating the inner product only takes constant time. Therefore, the sampling error is bounded by
Then, by Lemma 12 (with error parameter˜ in Algorithm 1), the approximation error is bounded by
The output of the algorithm has an error O(˜ √ kκ 2 / A 2 +˜ A b ), where˜ is the sampling error from Lemma 7 and˜ is the approximation error from Lemma 12. To bound the total error by a single , we rescale the error parameter in step ) for applying singular value decomposition.
The query complexity can be calculated as follows. According to Lemma 5, given i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, one can output a sample from V (·, i) with probability 9/10 in O(p 2 C(S † ,û i /σ i )) queries and output any entry of V (·, i) in O(p) queries. Here,
The first inequality is by Lemma 11, where
The last inequality is true since the minimum nonzero singular value of W is at least A 2 /2κ, which is shown by Eq. (26). Then, step 3 requires O(
log( 1 δ )) query complexity to output the vector w. (Note that we have rescaled the error parameter for Lemma 7.) Given w, doing the calculation in step 4 and step 5 requires O(k 2 ) steps. Hence the algorithm uses
queries and runs in time
to succeed with probability 1 − δ.
Theorem 2. Let A ∈ C m×n be a matrix that has the sampling access as in Assumption 1, and b ∈ C m be a vector with the sampling access as in Assumption 2. Let κ be the condition number of A. There exists an algorithm to sample from a distribution which is -close to D A −1 b in terms of total variation distance with success probability 1 − δ by using O poly k, κ, A F , 1 polylog(m, n) log 1 δ
Proof. The proof mostly follows the proof of Theorem 1. The main difference is that the last step of Algorithm 3 requires to output a sample from D V w . This is done by using Lemma 6. Let D w be the distribution that Algorithm 3 actually samples from in step 5. Algorithm 3 guarantees to give a sample from D w which is O(˜ Lemma 7 . With this routine, one can set a threshold such that only b's which projections on the left-singular vector space of A are greater than the threshold will be considered to be sampled.
When the sampling access to b is not given
In this subsection, we sketch an algorithm for solving the problem when the sampling assumption of b is not given and A is positive semidefinite. Recall that in Algorithm 1, we have obtained â σ 1 , . . . ,σ k ∈ R andû 1 , . . . ,û k ∈ C p . Again, define the diagonal matrix D as D = diag(σ 1 , . . . ,σ k ) and matrix V as V (·, j) = 
